Model name
Device capacity
Slot dimensions (W x D x H)
Cart dimension (W x D x H)
Supported devices
Sync
Status indicators
Pre-cabled
Weight
External power outlets
Power system
Assembly
Warranty

TabSync
32 bay (16*2)
0.96" x 11.5" x 10.71"
32.28" x 21.65" x 36.61"
Apple and Android Tablets @ up
to 2.1A
Yes, 16 or 32 simultaneously
Red: Charging, Green: Charged,
Flashing Green: Syncing
USB extensions
161 lbs
3
Input : AC100~120V,50/60Hz 12A
Ships fully assembled
10 years mechanical
2 years electrical

For more information, please visit www.averusa.com/education

TabChargeCT
36 bay (12*3)
1.85" x 13.19" x 11.22"
38.27" x 25" x 47.24"
Chromebooks, Tablets and
Netbooks with up to 13" screens
N/A
N/A
N/A
220.46 lbs
4
Input : 100~240AC,50/60Hz 12A
Ships fully assembled
10 years mechanical
2 years electrical

AVer charge and sync carts

iPads, Androids, Chromebooks and beyond
Form + Function + Value
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AVer TabSync

AVer TabChargeCT

Tablet agnostic: Charges 32 iPad, Android, Windows tablets with
iPad sync while LED indicator lights display charging and sync
status of all your devices.

Built for 36 devices: Chromebooks, iPads, Android tablets, or
Netbooks (up to 13” screen).

32 device, tablet agnostic sync and charge cart that sets up in under 5 minutes

Under 5 minute setup: Pre-installed USB extension cables in the
front of the cart allow for fast cabling of 30-pin, lightning, micro
USB connectors, or whatever comes next. Whether cabling for the
first time, or replacing connectors as your tablets change, TabSync
makes it fast and easy.

36 device, Chromebook, Tablet and Netbook charge cart

Smart and safe charge: Set the default, or schedule charging
(day/time/duration) to avoid peak power times, charge overnight,
or whenever most convenient. The built-in timer charges one row
(12 devices) at a time, at 15-minute intervals before starting the
next row to ensure an even charge.

Extra wide slots: At 0.96” slot width, TabSync easily fits your tablets
while in almost any protective case.

Advanced cable management: TabChargeCT accommodates a
variety of different size and shaped AC adapters, set in individual
compartments for neat and organized cable management.

Extra storage and power: Sliding drawers provide space for extra
components such as cables or keyboards, while additional outlets
provide power for laptops, document cameras and more.

Easy device access: Sliding shelves make storing and removing
your devices effortless, reducing the need to bend down and
reach inside.

Safe and secure: Lockable slot-in doors with a 3-point steel
locking mechanism keep tablets safe, while the durable steel
construction adds durability and security.

Durable and Secure Storage: TabChargeCT’s rugged construction
easily withstands day-to-day classroom use and includes a 3-point
locking mechanism that provides added security.

